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ABOUT THE
COMPANY
OVERVIEW

TECHOX LLP is one of the prominent IT Companies that helps

other organizations to transform into digital enterprises. We

are efficient in providing the best IT consulting, Development

and Business related solutions. We aim to provide cost

effective solutions with a combination of knowledge and

expertise in IT and also enhance business capabilities to

differentiates you from competitors in the market and provides

better engagement with customers, partners and employees.

We also provide training and development courses and

programs through Techox Learning initiative. An initiative of

young generation leaders to create a meaningful impact on the

society. The main target is to provide quality education to the

students so that it leads to the enhancement of their skills.

Moreover, the courses include projects to make you deal with

real world scenarios. Live Classes by Young Generation

Instructors. In-Demand Technical and Non-Technical Skills.

Affordable Fee & Fun Learning. A wide open Student

Community to interact and clear doubts.

TECHOX LLP. 



WORDS OF INSPIRATION

"If you want to leave your
footprints on the sands of
time, do not drag your feet."

APJ ABDUL KALAM

TECHOX LLP. 



OUR VISION 
& MISSION

TECHOX LLP. 

Our main aim is to develop in a constant manner and become a leading

performer in this competitive global marketplace. Fortunately, we have been

able to gather a crew of professionals that can shape and mold their

collective experiences, all of them posses outstanding talent that can help to

accelerate your organization.

Our mission is to enhance business growth of our customers with creative

design, development and to deliver market defining high quality solutions

that create value and reliable competitive advantage to customers around

the globe.



WHAT WE 
STAND FOR?
INNOVATION

DEVELOPMENT

ADVANCEMENT

QUALITY

TECHOX LLP. 

We believe in philosophy of success leads success.
We believe in commitment to client’s satisfaction. Our
success lies in client’s satisfaction. First and foremost
goal at TECHOX is to deliver Quality to our clients.
Quality in product delivery tell us about our
commitment to work.. This can be achieved by
adoption and implementation of high standards of
business and marketing conducts to continually
satisfy customers and other stakeholders. We aim to
provide cost effective solutions with a combination of
knowledge and expertise in IT Development,
Consulting and Marketing and also enhance business
capabilities to achieve new goals.



 DEVELOPMENT

 IT CONSULTING

 DIGITAL MARKETING

 E-LEARNING (TRAINING AND

DEVELOPMENT)

1.

2.
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TECHOX LLP
OUR SERVICES
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TECHOX LLP. 

DEVELOPMENT
We deliver custom web, mobile and desktop software

solutions. Our software confidently works across all

popular browsers, OSes and mobile platforms, scales to

millions of users and delivers immaculate UX through a

clear, logical layout and smooth workflows. Our

engineers build comprehensive custom software for

enterprise clients with advanced security, scalability and

complexity needs. Our design team is comprised of highly

skilled web and mobile developers, graphic designers,

and strategists.



TECHOX LLP.

IT 
CONSULTING

We know the way, we show the way, and we go the

way – the way that takes your IT processes to

maximum productivity and profitability. Our

solutions in IT consultancy are competent in

transforming your business by mapping IT priorities

and strategies to your business objectives. You can

count on our undisputed IT expertise and in-depth

industry insight to get highly practicable and rapid-

action IT solutions.



TECHOX LLP.

DIGITAL
MARKETING TECHOX team help you develop an online

marketing strategy to drive more qualified visitors

to your site and convert those visitors into leads

and sales. Social media like Facebook, Instagram

etc is a great way to promote the launch of a

product or service. We strongly recommend

investing in a comprehensive online marketing

strategy that ties together a variety of digital

marketing services. Consumers now flip back and

forth between stages in the buyer’s journey, so

employing a variety of tactics like email, video,

SEO, and PPC are a must.



TECHOX LLP. 

TECHOX
LEARNING An initiative of young generation leaders to create a

meaningful impact on the society. The main target is

to provide quality education to the students so that it

leads to the enhancement of their skills. Moreover,

the courses include projects to make you deal with

real world scenarios.

Live Classes by Young Generation Instructors.

In-Demand Technical and Non-Technical Skills.

Affordable Fee & Fun Learning.

A wide open Student Community to interact and

clear doubts.

 https://learning.techox.co.in



TECHOX LLP IN A
NUTSHELL
OUR COMMITMENT

TECHOX LLP. 

Quality Work Varied

Offerings and

Services

Efficiency Good

Customer

Relations

Affordable

Rates



CRITICAL POINTS

WHO ARE OUR CLIENTS?

Those who are planning to start or expand

their business with the help of

technologies and innovations.

HOW ARE OUR RELATIONS?

TECHOX LLP is the client's best friend,

more, a family member.

TECHOX LLP. 



95%
RELATIONSHIP WITH CLIENTS

INCREASE IN ENGAGEMENT

Our services and training

programs have helped our

clients enhance their business

engagements and expand the

reach to new heights.
TECHOX LLP. 



What Our Clients Say

PRASHANT
Small Business Owner in

Pune

The TECHOX is a team of highly

talented and innovative people

who clearly understands their

client's need and provide the best

service.

TOPPERS CLASSES
Premium coaching institute

in Patna

Techox provided the complete best

website development and solutions

that we were looking for and

helped us expand our services in

the pandemic.

MAA SATI

JEWELLERS
Jewellery manufacturers in

Jaipur

We share a good professional

relationship with techox. The team

always makes themselves available

to fulfill our requirements.

TECHOX LLP. 



What We Want to Reflect

EFFICIENCY

&

RELIABILITY

Efficiency is doing the

task right, Reliability is

being the right one to

do the task.

EASE

We believe in

providing the ease of

solution according to

the client's

requirements.

FAIR PRICES

For us, it's not about

price. It's about

necessity, quality, and

usefulness.

HONESTY

We believe that

honesty towards the

client is the soul of

any business.

TECHOX LLP. 



THE WAY WE WORK
Trust - communicate openly with our

customers, and do what it takes to

keep their data secure.

Growth - we’re obsessed with our

customers’ success and take pride in

their achievements.

Innovation - we pursue ideas that

could change our company, our

country - and maybe even the world.

Equality - we respect and value

employees from every background,

and we thrive as a result.

TECHOX LLP. 



SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES
GET TO KNOW US

TECHOX LLP. 

TECHOX LEARNINGFOLLOW TECHOX 

Telegram Channel:

@techox

Join our Community



CONTACT US
FOR INQUIRIES CORPORATE

ADDRESS

TECHOX LLP, Kurji, Patna, Bihar

800010

EMAIL ADDRESS

info@techox.co.in

support@techox.co.in

PHONE NUMBER

+91 7000736058

WEBSITES:

TECHOX LLP:

www.techox.co.in

TECHOX LEARNING:

https://learning.techox.co.in

TECHOX LLP.



It will be a pleasure for our

team to provide our services to

you.

We are
always
there for
you!

TECHOX LLP. 

Get all your services at one place.


